Dear Aldo,
Jai Shri Mataji. I have read your email more than once and with great attention. I
have done this to try and answer the question which is upper most in all our
attention- Are we following the Will of Mother in what we are doing or not. That
you will hopefully agree is the only criterion for determining our actions as Sahaja
Yogis.
At the Guru Puja, which you mention, I was present, and when Mother spoke about
a smaller group to coordinate Sahaja affairs globally, She surely did not talk about
the dissolution of the World Council or did She? We in the Council would have
surely over time, if we were allowed to work normally, formed a smaller committee
among ourselves and this was begining to emerge already in the natural manner
which we know is Her style. But you see all kinds of unnecessary politics in this
rather than support the strengthening of the collective leadership. Do you seriously
continue to believe that all of us, who don't accept any other authority but Mother's
in matters of Sahaja Yoga and yet who are most respectful to the Family and Sir
CP, have ulterior motives in doing so? Do you really believe that all accept you and
a handful who have now decided to accept Sir CP as the fountainhead of all
authority in Sahaja are seeking power and position in Sahaja? I have myself worked
ten years in the Philippines to spread Her message there but simply came away and
again I submitted my offer to step down as the National Coordinator of India even
prior to my three years being over. Does that demonstrate a lust for power on my
part i ask you brother Aldo?
And there are so many in the WCASY who have worked silently, tirelessly,
unselfishly and and without seeking any recognition from anybody because Aldo
you must know that in Sahaja we work to enjoy our vibrations which flow
endlessly when we do Her bidding and perform the tasks which please the Devi. So
please do not attribute motives when none exist. That is not honest and not
brotherly either.
Has Mother in your presence during the last three years ever said in Her words that
She wants Sir CP and the daughters to be integrated in the governance of Sahaja
collective? She has said the opposite (that She does not want the Family to be
involved) loudly and clearly and unambigously on more than dozens of occasions
including to me directly. I cannot forget ever the time when immediately after the
Adi Shakti Puja in Jaisinghpur (on way to Ganapatipule) in December 1990 She
called me to Her room and told me and I quote "Beta remember always that Gouri
created Ganesha ffrom Her own Vibrations. Ganesha has no father. And I have
created you as Sahaha Yogis only by Myself." Can you possibly deny this most
valuable of my experience simply by citing some unclear anecdotes?
Aldo you should remember also that all of us who are today fighting to retain the
collective unity and bring Mother's will to run the Sangha were also with you and
others in opposing Guido when he tried foolishly to replace Sir CP and take on the

papacy himself. We will simply not accept any papacy as She has commanded us
not to do so.
Don't you realize that we only want to request Sir CP and the Family now to
remain in the most holy zone of being with Mother and taking care of Her (which
they do to our eternal gratitude and for which we will die for them) and not
interfere in matters that they really don't understand as they harldy have any
experience of the vibratory awareness and these saints that She has created. And is
it not right for the thousands of sons of Mother to request Sir CP to withdraw at this
advanced age to a position and place where he can be respected and loved and not
be straining himself to run the world collective.
I had drawn the anger of Sir CP about three years ago in Pratishtan when I had
humbly suggested to him that it is not worthy of him to villify and castigate our
American brothers for something that they had done only at the express instructions
that they received from him and I think Mother (but I am not sure). But surely they
had not committed any consipiracy and not tried to hoodwink him or cheat him.
This is one simple truth that should bother you and all of us who know that brothers
like Paul, Manoj, Dave, Karan, Gagan and others in the US cannot in their
conscious minds ever think of cheating Mother as they know that She has given
them everything. Are you not convinced that the US brothers did not indulge in any
consipiracy? I bring this up because for me if we are not with the Truth then we are
not following Her desires and given path. And you should now introspect and let
me know if you know other facts that prove to you that our American brothers have
been consistently lying and cheating and conspiring. If you cannot then please
introspect again and rethink your position
With my love and respects
Rajiv

